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Abstract
Termination for classical natural deduction is difficult in the presence of commuting/permutative
conversions for disjunction. An approach based on reducibility candidates is presented that uses non-
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It covers second-order universal quantification and also the extension of the logic with fixed points
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1. Introduction and overview
Natural deduction is intuitionistic in nature. Classical logic can be recovered by adding,
e.g., the law of excluded middle. A fertile field of study is the extension by adding a
rule corresponding to proof by contradiction. Natural deduction can be formulated as
a lambda-calculus with types. The classical feature gives rise to interesting additional
reduction rules that correspond to proof transformations. A central question is whether
these reductions always terminate for typable terms, in other words, the computational
counterpart of the classical proofs. For many formulations and extensions, this can be
answered in the affirmative. Although many proofs based on various principles such
as the semantical method of candidates of reducibility or the proof-theoretic method
of a Kolmogorov translation (corresponding to a translation in continuation-passing
style) exist (for the second kind, see [15,3]), the author claims that there is no proof
that combines second-order classical logic (with proof by contradiction) in the most
natural formulation and disjunction with permutative/commuting conversions. Termination
for such a calculus cannot yield the subformula property due to the second-order
quantification. But it does provide logical consistency. Moreover, one can think of the
calculus as an untyped programming language with classical features. Data types are
represented by second-order encodings. Termination is independent of any reduction
strategy, and permutative conversions simplify case analyses also in call-by-name
evaluation.
Two proofs of strong normalization are given and carefully compared. Both use logical
predicates; one is inspired by Tait [25], the other by Parigot [15]. Strong normalization
is captured by an inductive definition of a set SN in the style of van Raamsdonk and
Severi [28,29, p.183]. The essential new ingredient is a notion of saturated sets that
relies on a clause that is positive but not strictly positive and thus far from being a Horn
clause.
It is shown that the proof method also works for the addition of non-strictly positive
fixed points for which no classical system seems to have been analysed in the literature.
Thus, the title terms classical natural deduction and non-strictly positive fixed points can
be understood in a twofold fashion:
• Non-strictly positive fixed points are used to get saturated sets for the interpretation of
types.
• Non-strictly positive fixed points can be added to the calculus while preserving strong
normalization.
The article is organized as follows. The next section fixes the notation for our variety
F+ of second-order lambda-calculus with sums and permutative conversions. Section 3
extends it by the principle RAA, which is another name for proof by contradiction. The
resulting system is called F+¬ and its strong normalization proven by the first method in
Section 4. This includes the definition of SN and the proof that terms in SN are strongly
normalizing. Section 5 covers the extension PF+¬ with non-strictly positive fixed points.
The second proof method is shown in Section 6, first for the intuitionistic case, then for the
full system. Finally, the two methods are compared in depth, and extensions are discussed.
Throughout, references to the literature are given.
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2. Definition of system F+
We present polymorphic lambda-calculus, extended with sums with permutative
conversions, also called commuting conversions.
Types. (Denoted by upper case letters.) Metavariable X ranges over an infinite set TV of
type variables.
A, B, C, D ::= X | ⊥ | A → B | A + B | ∀X.A.
The occurrences of X in A are bound in ∀X.A. We identify types whose de Bruijn
representations coincide. Let FV(A) be the set of free type variables in A. The type ⊥
just serves as a constant in F+.1 It is used to define ¬A := A → ⊥. The type A + B
represents the disjoint sum of A and B . As usual, we also speak of A + B as being the
disjunction of A and B .
Terms. (Denoted by lower case letters.) The metavariable x ranges over an infinite set of
term variables.
r, s, t ::= x | λx .t | r s | inj0 t | inj1 t | case (r, x . s, y. t).
The occurrences of x in t are bound in λx .t , and similarly those of x in s and of y in t in
the term case (r, x . s, y. t). We identify terms with the same de Bruijn representation.
(Capture-avoiding) substitution of a term s for a variable x in term r is denoted by
r [x := s]. Analogously, we define type substitution A[X := B]. We think of terms as
parse trees according to the above grammar rules and insert parentheses in cases with
ambiguities, especially around the application r s. But we will omit them as much as
possible and assume that application associates to the left. Hence, we write rs1 . . . sn for
the parenthesized term (. . . (rs1) . . . sn).
Contexts. They are finite sets of pairs (x : A) of term variables and types and these
will be denoted by Γ . Term variables in a context Γ are assumed to be distinct, and
the notation Γ , x : A will indicate Γ ∪ {(x : A)} where x does not occur in Γ . Write
FV(Γ ) := ⋃(x :A)∈Γ FV(A).
Well-typed terms. Γ  t : A is inductively defined by
(x : A) ∈ Γ
Γ  x : A
Γ , x : A  t : B
Γ  λx .t : A → B
Γ  r : A → B Γ  s : A
Γ  r s : B
Γ  t : A
Γ  t : ∀X.A
if X /∈ FV(Γ ) Γ  t : ∀X.A
Γ  t : A[X := B]
1 The intuitionistic falsum is already present in the pure system: ∀X.X has “ex falsum quodlibet” by trivial
universal elimination. By normalization and analysis of normal forms, one shows that ∀X.X is not inhabited, as
defined below.
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Γ  t : Ai
Γ  inji t : A0 + A1
for i ∈ {0, 1}
Γ  r : A0 + A1 Γ , xi : Ai  ti : C for each i ∈ {0, 1}
Γ  case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1) : C
.
A term t is typable if there are Γ and A such that Γ  t : A. Write  t : A for ∅  t : A. If
there is a term t with  t : A, the type A is inhabited. Evidently, if Γ  t : A and Γ ⊆ Γ ′
for the context Γ ′, then Γ ′  t : A as well, i.e., weakening is an admissible typing rule. It
is also easy to see that the following cut rule is an admissible typing rule:
Γ , x : A  r : B Γ  s : A
Γ  r [x := s] : B .
From now on always assume i ∈ {0, 1}.
Eliminations. Let  be a new symbol (hence not a term variable). An elimination is an
expression of one of the following shapes:
 s or case (, x0. t0, x1. t1).
Let e always denote an elimination, and write e[r ] for the term e[ := r ], where the
substitution treats  as if it were a term variable.2
Reduction. The one-step reduction relation t −→ t ′ between terms t and t ′ is defined as
the closure of the following axioms under all term constructors.
(λx .t) s −→β t[x := s]
case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1) −→β ti [xi := t]
e[case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1)] −→π case (r, x0. e[t0], x1. e[t1]).
In the last clause (of permutation), we assume that x0, x1 are not free in e. We denote the
transitive closure of −→ by −→+ and the reflexive–transitive closure by −→∗. It is clear
that r −→ r ′ implies r [x := s] −→ r ′[x := s] and s[x := r ] −→∗ s[x := r ′].
Lemma 1 (Subject Reduction). If Γ  t : A and t −→ t ′ then Γ  t ′ : A.
Proof. This is not trivial since F+ is formulated in Curry style. Nevertheless, Krivine’s
method [9] is very well suited to cover also the permutative conversions. We omit the
lengthy but boring adaptation of Krivine’s proof. Note that the proof would be obvious in
the absence of the rules for the universal quantifier. For example, for −→π , one would
know that t0, t1 and case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1) always have the same type (in a given typing
derivation). Therefore, if e “accepts” a term of that type to yield type A, one can as well
apply e to t0 and t1 and form a case construct of type A again. 
2 Textual substitution would suffice for eliminations since  is never below a binder.
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3. Second-order classical natural deduction with sums
We extend F+ by “reductio ad absurdum” (RAA) which corresponds to stability
(¬¬A → A, also called “duplex negatio affirmat”). This is done by way of a further term
formation rule and by rewrite rules for the simplification of the application of elimination
rules to RAA. In the case of modus ponens, they correspond to the fact that stability of
A → B is derivable from that of B . Because of this fact, Prawitz restricts RAA to atoms
A with A = ⊥ in his article [17, p. 242]. Our concern is precisely to understand the
operational behaviour of RAA for composite types.
System F+¬ is defined as an extension of F+ by adding a rule for RAA. In the term
syntax, this is
r, s, t ::= . . . | µx .r.
As regards variable binding, µx .r is the same as λx .r . The choice of the letter µ for this
binder is adopted from Parigot’s λµ-calculus [14] while Rehof and Sørensen [18] use the
letter∆ instead. RAA is modelled by one additional typing rule:
Γ , x : ¬A  r : ⊥
Γ  µx .r : A .
Evidently, this breaks the introduction/elimination dichotomy of natural deduction, since
inhabitants of arbitrary composite types A can be constructed by help of µx .r , and not only
by their respective introduction rules. This is another argument for Prawitz to restrict RAA
to atoms A [17, p. 248].
The notion of eliminations is unchanged, and there is a new axiom scheme of
µ-reductions:
e[µx .r ] −→µ µy. r [x := λz.y(e[z])].
Here, it is assumed that y is neither free in e nor in µx .r and that z = y and z not free in e.
The notions −→ (and, consequently, −→+ and −→∗) will now refer to this extended set
of axiom schemes for reduction.
Lemma 2. Subject reduction (Lemma 1) also holds for F+¬.
Proof. As before, the proof is too unsurprising to be reported here. Again, we show the
most important case in the absence of universal quantification. In a given typing derivation
of e[µx .r ], the term r gets type ⊥ in a context containing x : ¬A. Therefore, in e, the
symbol  gets replaced by terms of type A in order to yield terms of type B . Under these
circumstances, the right-hand side µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])] of the µ-reduction rule can also
be given the type B: the variable y has to be typed with ¬B , and x has to be replaced by
λz.y(e[z]) of the same type, i.e., by ¬A. Hence, z has to have type A and y(e[z]) type ⊥
which clearly works well. 
For e =  s, the µ-reduction rule is a term notation for one of Prawitz’ transformations
[16, p. 40], with the difference that his reduction is in a sense η-expanded and would
read as µx .r −→µ λu.µy.r [x := λz.y(zu)]. In his book, Prawitz deliberately leaves
out disjunction in his discussion of classical logic also for second order [16, p. 69].
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Although stability of A + B cannot be reduced to that of A and B , the µ-reduction rule
with e a case analysis does no harm to strong normalization. This rule “reduces” stability
of A + B to stability of arbitrary types C which is certainly no well-founded process.
Therefore, there is no hope that Joly’s embedding [8] of classical natural deduction into
system F can be extended to sums. But one might argue that one could get sums just by
an impredicative encoding. However, one would not get permutative conversions for them.
Moreover, Section 5 will show that we can also overcome the problem of “reduction” to
stability for more complex types for fixed-point types where permutative conversions are
of no concern and where an impredicative encoding certainly does not yield acceptable
reduction behaviour. Thus, departing from the view that µ-reduction is reduction of
stability to “smaller” types seems unavoidable.
Note that Stålmarck defines another µ-reduction rule for disjunction [24, p. 132], which
in our notation would read
case (µx .r, x0. t0, x1. t1) −→µ µy.r [x := λz.case (z, x0. yt0, x1. yt1)].
The variable y moved from outside the case construct into the two cases, thereby ensuring
that for typed terms, the case construct in the right-hand side is typed with ⊥. In that article,
strong normalization is shown with a restriction [24, p. 136] of the permutative conversion
rule to normal terms r in the reducible expression e[case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1)].
Rehof and Sørensen [18] have precisely our µ-reduction rules, but they prove strong
normalization only for a first-order system without disjunction.3
Ritter, Pym and Wallen [19] present a radically different formulation of disjunction that
uses an additional binder ν and is based on the classical equivalence of ¬B → A and
A + B . Its purpose is the analysis of multiple-conclusioned sequent calculus for first-order
propositional logic.
Lemma 3 (Local Confluence). F+¬ is locally confluent, i.e., if r −→ r1, r2 then there is
a term t such that r1, r2 −→∗ t .
Proof. The critical pairs only come from permutative conversions. Overlappings of rules
occur with three kinds of terms:
• e[case (µx .r, x0. t0, x1. t1)] overlaps −→π with −→µ,
• e[case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1)] overlaps −→π with −→β ,
• e[case (case (r, y0. s0, y1. s1), x0. t0, x1. t1)] overlaps −→π with itself.
It is easy to see that the corresponding critical pairs are joinable. 
Remark 4. We will show that F+¬ is strongly normalizing—see below; hence Newman’s
lemma gives confluence for typable terms. We conjecture that every term is confluent, to be
provable by the method of complete developments given by Takahashi [26]. For a variant
of λµ-calculus, this has been done by Andou [1].
3 Their defined sums do not simulate the µ-reduction rule for disjunction. Addition of the rule µx¬⊥.r −→µ
r[x := λy⊥.y] which only makes sense with Church-style syntax, would justify Stålmarck’s rule in the sense that
the defined left-hand side and the defined right-hand side of that rule would reduce to a common term.
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Remark 5. In classical natural deduction in Curry style, the simplification rules of Parigot
[15] would be
x(µy.r) −→µ r [y := x]
µx .xr −→µ r for x not free in r .
While the first rule does not make sense in this general format (x does not just receive a
type ¬A), we could very well include the second one in our system. It is a special case of
removal of “redundant applications” of RAA in [17, p. 249], written in term notation. We
do not include it just for sake of simplicity.
4. Strong normalization of system F+¬
Every typable term in F+¬ is shown to be strongly normalizing by a variant of Tait’s
saturated sets approach [25] that can also handle −→π and −→µ.
Strongly normalizing terms. A term t is strongly normalizing iff there is no infinite
reduction sequence t −→ t1 −→ t2 −→ . . .. Equivalently, the set sn of strongly
normalizing terms can be defined inductively by: if for all t ′ with t −→ t ′ one has t ′ ∈ sn,
then also t ∈ sn.
We aim at a syntax-directed characterization of typable strongly normalizing terms in
the spirit of van Raamsdonk and Severi [28,29, p.183] that modularizes the normalization
proof. The proposed solution extends the work on permutative conversions in [7] to
classical natural deduction.
Multiple eliminations. Inductively define multiple eliminations as a set of expressions as
follows:
 is a multiple elim.
e is an elimination E is a multiple elim.
e[ := E] is a multiple elim. .
The substitution will again treat  as a term variable.4 Every multiple elimination has
exactly one occurrence of . We always denote multiple eliminations by the letter E (and
decorated forms of E), and write e[E] for e[ := E] and E[r ] for E[ := r ]. Evidently,
e[E[r ]] = (e[E])[r ], and every E =  is of the form E ′[e]. The length of  is defined
to be 0; the length of e[E] is set to the length of E plus 1. Trivially, r −→ r ′ implies
E[r ] −→ E[r ′].
We also need special forms of (multiple) eliminations: Let f always denote an
elimination of the form s, and define special multiple eliminations as multiple
eliminations where, in the inductive clause, an f instead of an e is always used. Always
using the letter F (or a decoration of F) for such a term, we have that F is either  or of
the form f [F ′]. Therefore, every F has the form s1 . . . sn with terms s1, . . . , sn .5
4 Again, textual substitution would suffice.
5 The more abstract definition of F will be used in the extension with fixed points.
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Lemma 6. Every typable term is of exactly one of the following forms:
• E[x],
• λx .t, inji t, µx .r ,
• E[(λx .t)s], E[case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1)], E[e[µx .r ]].
The form E[x] is further divided into the mutually exclusive
• x, F[x]s (these two can be represented as F[x]),
• case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1),
• E[e[case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1)]].
Proof. Existence of the decomposition is proven by induction on terms; uniqueness is
obvious. 
Remark 7. The lemma is certainly not the only way to analyse terms. David and Nour
[2] put all the terms r with a permutative redex visible in a decomposition E[t] of r
into one category. With our notation, this can be described as follows: Let F+ always
denote a multiple elimination which is a special multiple elimination or of the form
case (F, x0. t0, x1. t1). (David and Nour would call those F+ nice.) Then every typable
term is of exactly one of the following forms:
• F+[x],
• λx .t, inji t, µx .r ,
• F+[(λx .t)s], case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1),
• F+[µx .r ] with F+ = ,
• F+[case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1)] with F+ = .
One can show that the totality of those terms yields exactly those in the lemma above.
For this, it suffices to show that the last form decomposes exactly into the following
possibilities:
• E[e[case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1)]],
• E[(λx .t)s] with E = F+,
• E[case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1)] with E = ,
• E[µx .r ] with E = F+.
The following definition of the set SN of terms will be directed by the syntax analysis
of the previous lemma: Each of the ten forms can only be derived with one of the rules, and
the rule has a general representative of this form in the conclusion. The set SN will contain
every strongly normalizing term that we are interested in. This is even true in a very strong
sense: Apart from the proof of Lemma 10 where we show strong normalization for the
terms in SN, we will never use any closure property of strongly normalizing terms other
than the defining rules of SN. This also excludes the use of admissible closure rules of SN.
In other words, we do not (except for remarks) even use that SN is the least set closed
under its defining rules.
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Definition 8. Inductively define the set SN of terms as follows:
x ∈ SN
F[x], s ∈ SN
F[x]s ∈ SN
F[x], t0, t1 ∈ SN
case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ SN
E
[




e[case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1)]
] ∈ SN
t ∈ SN
λx .t ∈ SN
t ∈ SN
inji t ∈ SN
r ∈ SN
µx .r ∈ SN
E[t[x := s]], s ∈ SN
E[(λx .t)s] ∈ SN
E[ti [xi := t]], E[t1−i ], t ∈ SN
E[case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1)] ∈ SN
E
[
µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])]] ∈ SN E[e] ∈ SN
E[e[µx .r ]] ∈ SN
.
For the last rule, we define E ′ ∈ SN as an abbreviation for “E ′[x] ∈ SN for some variable
x”.
Note that the first two rules just say that the term xs1 . . . sn is in SN iff the terms
s1, . . . , sn are in SN. The rule for deriving E[(λx .t)s] ∈ SN has been an essential
ingredient of proofs of strong normalization since Tait’s article [25]. The rules embody
a weak head reduction strategy; the side hypotheses of the last three rules ensure even
SN ⊆ sn. Note also that the rule in the second line is the only one where the presence of
permutative rules is visible, and it only deals with terms of the form E[x].
Remark 9. The set of multiple eliminations E with E ∈ SN is characterized by the set
SN, inductively defined as follows:
 ∈ SN
F ∈ SN s ∈ SN
Fs ∈ SN
F ∈ SN t0, t1 ∈ SN
case (F, x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ SN
E
[




e[case (F, x0. t0, x1. t1)]
] ∈ SN
.
Proof. Obviously, the rules are correct. Completeness is shown by induction on E[x] ∈
SN. 
Lemma 10. SN ⊆ sn, i.e., the rules of SN are sound in the sense that they are closure
properties of the set sn of strongly normalizing terms.
Proof. This is nearly the same as in [7, p.73]. We only consider the essentially new
last rule: Let E[e] ∈ SN due to E[e[x ′]] ∈ SN for some variable x ′. Prove that
E[e[µx .r ]] ∈ sn by main induction on the length of E , side induction on E[e[x ′]] ∈ sn
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and a second side induction on E
[
µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])]] ∈ sn. Assume E[e[µx .r ]] −→ t
and show that t ∈ sn. If t is derived by −→µ, applied to e[µx .r ], this is trivial by
hypothesis. If t stems from reduction in r, e or E , this is covered by the induction
hypotheses. The only other case is with e = case (, x0. t0, x1. t1) and E = E ′[e′]
and t = E ′[case (µx .r, x0. e′[t0], x1. e′[t1])] (by a permutative conversion). Setting





µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])]]]
−→ E ′[µy1.r [x := λz.y(e[z])][y := λz1.y1(e′[z1])]].
By finitely many reductions (the treatment of the so-called administrative redexes), one
arrives at E ′
[
µy1.r [x := λz.y1(e′[e[z]])]
]
. Again, finitely many permutative reduction
steps (since the reduction takes place in the term that we substitute for x) lead to
E ′
[
µy1.r [x := λz.y1(e′′[z])]
]
, which is in sn since we started with a strongly normalizing
term (by hypothesis). Clearly, E[e[x ′]] = E ′[e′[e[x ′]]] −→ E ′[e′′[x ′]]; hence this latter
term is also in sn. Therefore, we can apply the main induction hypothesis with E ′ instead
of E and e′′ instead of e and get t ∈ sn. 
Remark 11. The soundness proof for the last rule of SN would not work if we replaced
the second premise by e[x ′] ∈ SN for some variable x ′. This proposal intuitively
looks reasonable since the only part of the conclusion that does not necessarily appear
in the first premise is e (in the case where x does not occur free in r ). But in the
proof above, we would have no way to argue that e′′[x ′] ∈ SN because this would
require e′[ti ] ∈ SN with e′ a constituent of E and ti subterms of e. Moreover, it is
not only the proof that would not work: Soundness fails for r := e′[e[µx .z]] with
e := case (, x0. λy.yy, x1. x1) and e′ := (λy.yy). The modified SN would contain
r , but r −→π case (µx .z, x0. (λy.yy)(λy.yy), x1. x1(λy.yy)).
Remark 12. Every typable and strongly normalizing term is in SN.
Proof. This can be proven as in [7, p.74]. 
Remark 13. SN = sn.
Proof. There are untypable terms in sn which are not in SN, e.g., the term (inj0 x)y. (In
[6], a more general definition of SN is given which captures such “junk terms”.) 
The proof will now follow the lines of usual proofs by the candidate method given
by Girard [5]. The candidates will be subsets of SN with additional closure properties,
modelled after the definition of SN. However, for our notion of saturated sets, in order to
treat µx .r , we use a closure property that is not a Horn clause but amounts to a non-strictly
positive operator.
The notion of saturated sets will allow us to model the types of F+¬. The respective
constructions for → and + are studied beforehand, and their soundness for natural
deduction is proven.
Remark 14. Immediately preceding the definition of SN, a promise was made not to use
admissible closure rules of SN. For proofs not involving saturated sets or other logical
predicates such as candidates of reducibility or notions of validity or strong computability,
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using some kind of permutative expansion lemma seems unavoidable. For example, in [7,
p. 74], one needs (in our notation) the admissible rule
E[case (r, x0. e[t0], x1. e[t1])] ∈ SN
E[e[case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1)]] ∈ SN
.
The definition only decrees it for r = F[x]. In the presence of RAA, it seems very hard to
prove this rule. In the proofs by David and Nour [2] and by Nour and Saber [13] for λµ-
calculus, a slightly simpler closure rule of the set sn of strongly normalizing terms plays
an essential role (for F+, see Remark 7):
case (r, x0. F+[t0], x1. F+[t1]) ∈ sn
F+[case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1)] ∈ sn
.
This is already difficult for F+ =  s and r = µx .t and has a very technical proof in [2] (for
λµ-calculus). The notion of saturated sets to come is complex but avoids these problems.
Definition 15. A setM of terms is saturated iffM ⊆ SN and
F[x] ∈ SN
F[x] ∈M
F[x] ∈ SN t0, t1 ∈M
case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈M
E
[




e[case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1)]
] ∈M
E[t[x := s]] ∈M s ∈ SN
E[(λx .t)s] ∈M
E[ti [xi := t]], E[t1−i ] ∈M t ∈ SN
E[case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1)] ∈M
E
[
µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])]], E[e[x ′]] ∈M for some variable x ′
E[e[µx .r ]] ∈M
r ∈ SN ∀z∀s. (∀t ∈M.s[z := t] ∈ SN) ⇒ r [x := λz.s] ∈ SN
µx .r ∈M
.
The very last closure condition forms the core idea of the whole article. In the premise,M
occurs non-strictly positively: written out in even more detail, its most important part reads
(
∀t .t ∈M⇒ s[z := t] ∈ SN
)
⇒ r [x := λz.s] ∈ SN.
Here,M occurs twice to the left of the implication ⇒. The main justification of this rule
will be Lemma 22 which in turn allows us to carry out the normalization proof where the
type ⊥ is interpreted by the largest saturated set, namely SN (see the next lemma).
It is also important to notice that the rule requires a special treatment of µx .r already
in the notion of saturated sets and not just in a later concrete definition of some saturated
set in Definition 23. Clearly, this again reflects the breaking of the introduction/elimination
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dichotomy, mentioned immediately after the typing rule for µx .r . In Section 6, the present
approach is compared with that of Parigot [15] who does not mention RAA at all in his
definitions of candidates.
Let SAT be the set of all saturated sets, and assume that saturated sets are always
denoted byM andN (possibly with indices or other decoration).
Lemma 16. SN ∈ SAT and if U ⊆ SAT, then ⋂U ∈ SAT (we set ⋂∅ := SN).
Proof. For SN ∈ SAT, the conditions with the exception of the last one are just part of the
definition of SN; the last one is even fulfilled without use of the second premise. For the
closure under intersection, note that the conditions on saturatedness with the exception of
M ⊆ SN constitute a monotone operator. 
Corollary 17. For every set M of terms, there exists the least saturated superset of
M ∩ SN, denoted as clo(M).
Proof. clo(M) := ⋂{M | M ∩ SN ⊆M}. A slightly more concrete definition of clo(M)
is the set generated inductively from M ∩ SN by the closure conditions of saturatedness—
with the exception ofM ⊆ SN. 
Remark 18. Inspection of the rules shows that λx .r ∈ clo(M) implies that λx .r ∈ M:
there is no rule that forces lambda abstractions into saturated sets. Otherwise, one would
later have lambda abstractions in the interpretation of sum types!
Remark 19. Notice that we do not suppose that M ⊆ SN. We can only ensure clo(M) ⊇
M if this is indeed the case.
Constructions on saturated sets. For every variable x set Sx(M,N ) := {t | ∀s ∈ M.
t[x := s] ∈ N }. Since x ∈ M we have Sx(M,N ) ⊆ N ⊆ SN. With this definition, the
last defining rule of saturated sets can more elegantly be expressed by




M→ N := clo({λx .t | t ∈ Sx (M,N )})
M0 +M1 := clo({inj0 t | t ∈M0} ∪ {inj1 t | t ∈M1}).
Remark 20. Sx (M,N ) need not be saturated: For M := clo({λy.yy})  λy.yy and
N := SN, one has x(λy.yy) /∈ Sx(M,N ). Otherwise,
x(λy.yy)[x := λy.yy] = (λy.yy)(λy.yy) ∈ N = SN,
which is not the case since this term is not (even weakly) normalizing.
Lemma 21.
t ∈ Sx (M,N )
λx .t ∈M→ N
r ∈M→ N s ∈M
rs ∈ N
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t ∈Mi
inji t ∈M0 +M1
r ∈M0 +M1 t0 ∈ Sx0(M0,N ) t1 ∈ Sx1(M1,N )
case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ N
.
Proof. For the two rules concerning M → N , let I := {λx .t | t ∈ Sx (M,N )} and
E := {r ∈ SN | ∀s ∈ M.rs ∈ N }. Evidently, I ⊆ SN; hence M → N ⊇ I (see
Remark 19), which yields the first rule. For the second rule, we show that I ⊆ E and that
E ∈ SAT, and hence that M → N ⊆ E by minimality.6 I ⊆ E comes from M ⊆ SN
and saturatedness ofN (the respective rule is used with E := ). For E ∈ SAT, we have to
show all of the closure conditions of saturatedness:
• For F[x] ∈ SN show F[x] ∈ E . Let s ∈M ⊆ SN. Show that F[x]s ∈ N . This is clear
from F[x]s = (Fs)[x], F[x]s ∈ SN and Fs being a special multiple elimination.
• If F[x] ∈ SN and t0, t1 ∈ E then show case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ E . The
term is in SN by definition since E ⊆ SN. Let s ∈ M and set e := s.
Show e[case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1)] ∈ N . Since N ∈ SAT, it suffices to show
case (F[x], x0. e[t0], x1. e[t1]) ∈ N . By definition of E , e[t0], e[t1] ∈ N ; hence we
are done. Notice that we used a permutation of an application into the case construct.
• The four rules where E[. . .] ∈ E is derived: These rules are all closure properties of
SN; hence we only have to show that the term, applied to s ∈M, is in N . Set e′ := s
for such an s. One just uses the same rule of saturatedness ofN with e′[E] instead of E .
• The final rule for µx .r will be treated jointly withM0 +M1; see below.
For the rules concerningM0 +M1, let I := {inj0 t | t ∈M0} ∪ {inj1 t | t ∈M1} and
E := {r ∈ SN | ∀N∀x0∀t0 ∈ Sx0(M0,N )∀x1∀t1 ∈ Sx1(M1,N ).
case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ N }.
Obviously, I ⊆ SN, and henceM0 +M1 ⊇ I , i.e., the third rule. Now, we show I ⊆ E
and E ∈ SAT, and henceM0 +M1 ⊆ E . For I ⊆ E , assume t ∈Mi . Then, inji t ∈ SN.
Assume N , x0, t0, x1, t1 as in the definition of E . Show case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ N .
Since N ∈ SAT, it suffices to show ti [xi := t], t1−i ∈ N and t ∈ SN. This is immediate
from the requirements on t0, t1.
For E ∈ SAT, we have to consider every closure condition:
• If F[x] ∈ SN, then F[x] ∈ E : Assume N , x0, t0, x1, t1 as usual. Then, t0, t1 ∈ N , and
hence case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ N .
• If F[x] ∈ SN and r0, r1 ∈ E then show case (F[x], y0. r0, y1. r1) ∈ E . Assume
N , x0, t0, x1, t1 from the definition of E , and set e := case (, x0. t0, x1. t1).
Show e[case (F[x], y0. r0, y1. r1)] ∈ N . Since N ∈ SAT, if suffices to show
case (F[x], y0. e[r0], y1. e[r1]) ∈ N . By definition of E , e[r0], e[r1] ∈ N , which
concludes the proof. Notice that we used a permutation of a case construct into another
one.
6M→ N and E need not be equal: setM := SN and N := clo(J ) with J := {(λx .x)s | s ∈ SN} ⊆ SN;
hence N ⊇ J . Therefore, by definition, λx .x ∈ E . If λx .x were inM→ N , then by Remark 18, λx .x ∈ I , i.e.,
x ∈ Sx (M,N ). In particular, for λy.y ∈M, we would have λy.y ∈ N . Again by that remark, λy.y ∈ J , which
is not the case.
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• The four rules with E[. . .] in the conclusion are treated with an abstract argument
analogous to that forM→ N .
• The final rule is that for µx .r . We treat it in parallel with the same rule for M → N .
Assume r ∈ SN and
∀z∀s. (∀t ∈ E .s[z := t] ∈ SN) ⇒ r [x := λz.s] ∈ SN.
We have to show that µx .r ∈ E . µx .r ∈ SN follows from the first assumption. Let
e := s for an s ∈ M for the treatment of M → N or e := case (, x0. t0, x1. t1)
with N , x0, t0, x1, t1 as usual forM0 +M1. We have to show e[µx .r ] ∈ N . Because
N is saturated, we only need to show µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])] ∈ N and e[x ′] ∈ SN
for some x ′. The second part is clear since s, t0, t1 ∈ SN. For the first part, again by
saturatedness ofN , it suffices to show
(1) r [x := λz.y(e[z])] ∈ SN and




[y := λz1.s1] ∈ SN.
The first statement comes directly from our second assumption: We only need to show
that for every t ∈ E , we have y(e[z])[z := t] ∈ SN. By our choice of e, e[t] ∈ N ⊆ SN,
hence y(e[t]) ∈ SN.
For the second statement, assume s1 ∈ Sz1(N , SN) (“the third assumption”). We have
to show that r [x := λz.(λz1.s1)(e[z])] ∈ SN. By the second assumption, it suffices to
show ∀t ∈ E .(λz1.s1)(e[t]) ∈ SN. Now, for t ∈ E , e[t] ∈ N ⊆ SN, and hence by the
third assumption s1[z1 := e[t]] ∈ SN. We are done by definition of SN. 
The following lemma shows the intended use of the rule for µx .r in the definition of
saturated sets. It is exactly what we need in the case of the typing rule for µx .r in the proof
of Lemma 25.
Lemma 22. For everyM ∈ SAT, r ∈ Sx (M→ SN, SN) implies µx .r ∈M.
Proof. Sx (M → SN, SN) ⊆ SN, and hence r ∈ SN. Also the second premise of the
last rule of saturated sets is fulfilled: Assume s ∈ Sz(M, SN). We have to show that
r [x := λz.s] ∈ SN. This is trivial from the assumption and the first rule in the previous
lemma which yields λz.s ∈M→ SN. 
The remainder of the proof of strong normalization follows the usual pattern: the types
are interpreted as saturated sets, and every typable term lies in the interpretation of its type,
and hence is in SN, which implies strong normalization.
Definition 23. Finite sets of pairs (X : M) of type variables and saturated sets will be
denoted by ∆ and called a candidate assignment. Type variables in type assignments are
assumed to be distinct, and the notation∆, X :M will indicate∆∪{(X :M)} and that X
does not occur free in∆. If (X :M) ∈ ∆, then ∆(X) :=M; otherwise set ∆(X) := SN.
By recursion on the type A define the set SCA[∆] ∈ SAT of strongly computable terms of
type A w.r.t. candidate assignment∆:
• SCX [∆] := ∆(X).
• SC⊥[∆] := SN.
• SCA→B [∆] := SCA[∆] → SCB[∆].
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• SCA+B [∆] := SCA[∆] + SCB[∆].
• SC∀X.A[∆] := ⋂M SCA[∆, X :M].
Lemma 24 (Coincidence and Substitution). The following properties hold:
• If for all X ∈ FV(A), one has ∆(X) = ∆′(X), then SCA[∆] = SCA[∆′].
• SCA[X :=B][∆] = SCA[∆, X : SCB[∆]].
Proof. Induction on A. 
Lemma 25. If x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An  r : A and si ∈ SCAi [∆] for i = 1, . . . , n,
then r [x1 := s1, . . . , xn := sn] ∈ SCA[∆], where r [x1 := s1, . . . , xn := sn] denotes
simultaneous substitution of si for xi (i = 1, . . . , n) in r .
Proof. By induction on typing derivations: The variable rule is trivially dealt with, the
rules for the universal quantifier need the previous lemma, the rules for → and + come
from Lemma 21, the rule RAA from Lemma 22. We only show that last argument: Assume
that x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An  µx .r : A has been derived from x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An,
x : ¬A  r : ⊥. Let s1, . . . , sn be as in the statement of the lemma. Abbreviate r ′ :=
r [x1 := s1, . . . , xn := sn]. We have to show µx .r ′ ∈ SCA[∆]. Note that SC¬A[∆] =
SCA[∆] → SN. Therefore, by Lemma 22, it suffices to show r ′ ∈ Sx (SC¬A[∆], SN).
To that end, let s ∈ SC¬A[∆]. Show that r ′[x := s] ∈ SN = SC⊥[∆]. We are done by
the induction hypothesis since r ′[x := s] = r [x1 := s1, . . . , xn := sn, x := s] under the
reasonable assumption that x /∈ {x1, . . . , xn} and not free in any of the si . 
Corollary 26. System F+¬ is strongly normalizing, i.e., whenever Γ  r : A, then r ∈ sn.
Proof. Use the lemma with ∆ := ∅ and si := xi ∈ SCAi [∆]. Therefore, r ∈ SCA[∆] ⊆
SN ⊆ sn. 
5. Extension with fixed points
We extend F+¬ with positive fixed points, and get the system PF+¬: The inductive
definition of the set of types is extended with the clause fixX.A, with the proviso that X
occurs only positively in A. More precisely, we define the set TP of types and for every
type A ∈ TP the sets TV+(A) and TV−(A) of type variables that occur only positively in
A or only negatively in A, respectively. Let p (polarity) always range over {−,+} and set
−− := + and −+ := −.
• X ∈ TP, TV−(X) := TV \ {X}, TV+(X) := TV.
• ⊥ ∈ TP, TVp(⊥) := TV.
• If A, B ∈ TP, then A → B ∈ TP and TVp(A → B) := TV−p(A) ∩ TVp(B).
• If A, B ∈ TP, then A + B ∈ TP and TVp(A + B) := TVp(A) ∩ TVp(B).
• If A ∈ TP, then ∀X.A ∈ TP and TVp(∀X.A) := TVp(A) ∪ {X}.
• If A ∈ TP and X ∈ TV+(A) then fixX.A ∈ TP (only here a positivity condition is
imposed) and TVp(fixX.A) := TVp(A) ∪ {X}.
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This definition allows interleaving of fixed points, e.g., fixX.fixY.X + Y ∈ TP since
X ∈ TV+(fixY.X + Y ).7 It also allows non-strict positivity, e.g., fix X.A + ¬¬X for
X /∈ FV(A) since X ∈ TV+(¬¬X) which comes from X ∈ TV−(¬X) (which in turn
rests on X ∈ TV+(X)). Note that X /∈ FV(A) implies X ∈ TV−(A)∩TV+(A). In general,
and loosely speaking, a non-strictly positive occurrence is to the left of an even number of
→. A strictly positive occurrence is never to the left of →.
The term system is extended with fixed-point folding and unfolding, which yields the
following term grammar for PF+¬:
r, s, t ::= . . . | in t | out r.
The definition of Γ  t : A is extended with the two clauses
Γ  t : A[X := fixX.A]
Γ  in t : fixX.A
Γ  r : fixX.A
Γ  out r : A[X := fixX.A]
and there is a new axiom scheme of reduction
out(in t) −→fix t .
Moreover, permutation and the µ-rule are extended in that eliminations e may now also be
of the form out . The notion of multiple elimination E will in the following be based on
this extended set of admissible e’s.
Note that the µ-reduction rule for e = out  corresponds for typed terms to a
“reduction” of stability of fixX.A to that of A[X := fixX.A]. As for the case of disjunction,
the latter type can be more complex than the former which rules out the method given by
Joly [8].
As usual, we now assume that −→ and the related notions refer to the extended set of
axiom schemes.
System F with non-interleaving positive fixed points essentially has been studied by
Geuvers [4] under the name Fret, and strong normalization has been shown by him through
an embedding into Mendler’s system [12]. A direct proof of strong normalization by
saturated sets has been given by the author [10] under the name NPF. No embedding
into system F exists [23]. One expects this negative result also to hold for any reasonable
extension of the two systems with some η-rules.
Here, we show that strong normalization also holds with permutative conversions, the
reductions for classical logic and arbitrary positive fixed points. This is done by a quite
simple extension of the proof in the previous section. In a nutshell, the proof in [10] for
NPF extends to the new reductions.
Now let f stand for either s with a term s or out . The notion of special multiple
elimination F is extended accordingly. Now, the form of F can no longer be described as
easily as before by s1 . . . sn , but we may have, e.g., F = out(out(out  s1)s2s3)s4.
Certainly, all the statements have to be reinterpreted over the new syntactic categories
(terms, eliminations, multiple eliminations, special multiple eliminations). Moreover, in
Lemma 6, we now get the two new possible outcomes
7 This is more than just nesting of fixed points: the outer fix binds the parameter X of the inner fixed point.
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• in t ,
• E[out(in t)].
The definition of the set SN has the new rules
F[x] ∈ SN
out F[x] ∈ SN
t ∈ SN
in t ∈ SN
E[t] ∈ SN
E[out(in t)] ∈ SN
.
Establishing Lemma 10 again does not require any new argument. The definition of
M ∈ SAT gets the only new condition
E[t] ∈M
E[out(in t)] ∈M.
Clearly, Lemma 16 and its corollary still hold. Therefore, M → N and M0 + M1
are still defined. Moreover, Lemma 21 is still true, and its proof is unchanged (since
the new condition for saturated sets is uniformly treated with the other rules deriving
E[. . .] ∈ E). There are also no changes for Lemma 22. Definition 23 first needs a fixed-
point construction for saturated sets:
Definition 27. Let Φ be a monotonically increasing mapping from SAT to SAT, i.e., if
M ⊆ N then Φ(M) ⊆ Φ(N ). Define for M ∈ SAT the set Ψ (M) ∈ SAT by
Ψ (M) := clo({in t | t ∈ Φ(M)}). Since clo is monotonically increasing, Ψ also is. By
Lemma 16, SAT is a complete lattice; hence there exists the least fixed point fixΦ ∈ SAT
of Ψ .
Note that the least fixed point is just taken for definiteness. We could have taken the greatest
fixed point as well. It is just necessary to ensure that fixΦ is monotonically increasing in
Φ (with the pointwise order on functions Φ).
Lemma 28. For Φ : SAT → SAT monotonically increasing, one has
t ∈ Φ(fixΦ)
in t ∈ fixΦ
r ∈ fixΦ
out r ∈ Φ(fixΦ)
.
Proof. For everyM define
I (M) := {in t | t ∈ Φ(M)} and E(M) := {r ∈ SN | out r ∈ Φ(M)}.
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 21: Obviously, I (M) ⊆ SN, hence Ψ (M) ⊇
I (M). Next, show I (M) ⊆ E(M): Let t ∈ Φ(M). Show out(in t) ∈ Φ(M). Since
Φ(M) ∈ SAT, it suffices to show t ∈ Φ(M), which is given. Finally, we have to
show that E(M) is saturated. If this were done, we could infer Ψ (M) ⊆ E(M) by
minimality of Ψ (M). This would yield the two rules: Assume t ∈ Φ(fixΦ). Then
in t ∈ I (fixΦ) ⊆ Ψ (fixΦ) = fixΦ. Assume r ∈ fixΦ = Ψ (fixΦ) ⊆ E(fixΦ). Then,
out r ∈ Φ(fixΦ).
For E := E(M) ∈ SAT, we only have to consider the closure conditions of saturated
sets. We set N := Φ(M).
• If F[x] ∈ SN, then F[x] ∈ E : Show out(F[x]) = (out F)[x] ∈ N . This is clear since
out F[x] ∈ SN and out F is a special multiple elimination.
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• The proof of case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ E for F[x] ∈ SN and t0, t1 ∈ E ⊆ SN is
carried out as in the proof forM → N in Lemma 21, here with e := out . This case
exhibits a permutation of unfolding into the case construct.
• The now five rules that derive E[. . .] ∈ E are treated as in Lemma 21, now with
e′ := out .
• The rule for µx .r can again be treated in parallel with M → N and M0 +M1 in
Lemma 21. Not surprisingly, we set e := out  in that proof part. 
We are now in the position to extend Definition 23 with
• SCfix X.A[∆] := fixΦ with Φ : SAT → SAT, namely Φ(M) := SCA[∆, X :M].
In order to guarantee that Φ, defined above, is monotonically increasing, one has to prove
simultaneously with the definition that SCA[∆, X :M] is monotonically increasing inM
for X ∈ TV+(A) and monotonically decreasing for X ∈ TV−(A) and not depending on
M if X /∈ FV(A).
Obviously, Lemma 24 also holds for PF+¬. The main Lemma 25 regarding soundness
of our interpretation of types easily extends to the two new typing rules: We show the
statement for x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An  in t : fix X.A if it already holds for x1 : A1, . . . ,
xn : An  t : A[X := fix X.A]. Write t ′ for the result of the substitution, applied to t .
We have to show that in t ′ ∈ SCfix X.A[∆] = fixΦ for Φ(M) := SCA[∆, X : M].
By hypothesis, t ′ ∈ SCA[X :=fix X.A][∆]. By the substitution lemma, this set is SCA[∆,
X : SCfix X.A[∆]] = Φ(fixΦ). We are done, by Lemma 28. The other typing rule is treated
analogously.
Corollary 29. System PF+¬ is strongly normalizing. 
6. Comparison with Parigot’s generalized reducibility candidates
Parigot gave two proofs of strong normalization of Curry-style λµ-calculus by the
reducibility method [15]. We first concentrate on the one by generalized reducibility
candidates and recast it in our framework. Unlike Section 4, the concerns for the
intuitionistic system and the addition of RAA can be separated, which explains the division
into two sections.
6.1. The intuitionistic case
The ambient system of our discussion will here be F+. Consequently, SN will be meant
to be defined without the two rules mentioning µx .r in Definition 8. Furthermore, the
notion of saturatedness SAT will refer to this reduced SN and not have the two last defining
closure rules in Definition 15.
The following definition extends Parigot’s notion of generalized reducibility candidate
[15, p. 1471] to disjunctions with permutative conversions.
Definition 30 (Saturated à la Parigot). A setM of terms is P-saturated if F[x] ∈M for
every F[x] ∈ SN and if there is a set E of multiple eliminations with  ∈ E such that
M = E → SN := {r | ∀E ∈ E .E[r ] ∈ SN}.
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Let PSAT be the set of P-saturated sets.
Immediate consequences ofM ∈ PSAT are
• M ⊆ SN since  ∈ E and [r ] = r .
• x ∈M by the first requirement; hence for all E ∈ E , one has E[x] ∈ SN.
ForM,N ∈ PSAT and every x set Sx (M,N ) := {t | ∀s ∈M.t[x := s] ∈ N } as before
for SAT. Since x ∈M we have Sx (M,N ) ⊆ N ⊆ SN as before.
Lemma 31. The following closure properties hold for PSAT:
• SN is P-saturated.
• If U ⊆ PSAT, then ⋂U ∈ PSAT (we may set ⋂ ∅ := SN).
• IfM,N ∈ PSAT, thenM→ N := {r ∈ SN | ∀s ∈M.rs ∈ N } ∈ PSAT.
• IfM0,M1 ∈ PSAT, thenM0 +M1 ∈ PSAT where
M0 +M1 := {r ∈ SN | ∀N ∈ PSAT∀x0∀t0 ∈ Sx0(M0,N )
∀x1∀t1 ∈ Sx1(M1,N ).case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ N }.
Proof. We only give the respective sets E :
• SN = {} → SN.
• For every M ∈ U = ∅ choose EM such that  ∈ EM and M = EM → SN. Then⋂
U = (⋃M∈U EM) → SN.
• IfN = E ′ → SN with  ∈ E ′, thenM→ N = E → SN with
E := {} ∪ {E[ s] | E ∈ E ′, s ∈M}.
• M0 +M1 = E → SN with
E := {} ∪ {E[case (, x0. t0, x1. t1)] | ∃E ′., E ∈ E ′, E ′ → SN ∈ PSAT,
ti ∈ Sxi (Mi , E ′ → SN), i = 0, 1}.
In all cases, one also has to check the first condition of PSAT. ForM0 +M1, this requires
one to show the following simple closure property of SN by induction on the length of E :
case (F[x], x0. E[t0], x1. E[t1]) ∈ SN
E[case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1)] ∈ SN
. 
With these findings, we can interpret ⊥,∀,→,+ in PSAT. Trivially, we also have the
statements of Lemma 21 concerning rs and the case construct. For the other two—for λx .t
and inji t—we first show that P-saturated sets are saturated.
Lemma 32 ( for F+). PSAT ⊆ SAT.
Proof. The first closure rule of SAT is repeated in the definition of PSAT. We have to
check the other four rules.
• If F[x] ∈ SN and t0, t1 ∈ M = E → SN, show case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ M. Let
E ∈ E . Show that E[case (F[x], x0. t0, x1. t1)] ∈ SN. By the derived closure property
in the proof above, it suffices to show E[ti ] ∈ SN which follows fromM = E → SN.
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• If E[t[x := s]] ∈ M = E → SN and s ∈ SN show E[(λx .t)s] ∈ M. Let E ′ ∈ E .
Show E ′[E[(λx .t)s]] ∈ SN. This holds by definition of SN since E ′[E] is a multiple
elimination.
• The other two rules can be treated analogously by passing from E to E ′[E]. 
Lemma 33. LetM,N ,M0,M1 be P-saturated. Then
t ∈ Sx (M,N )
λx .t ∈M→ N
t ∈Mi
inji t ∈M0 +M1
.
Proof.
• Let t ∈ Sx(M,N ) ⊆ SN. Then λx .t ∈ SN. Let s ∈ M ⊆ SN. Show (λx .t)s ∈ N .
Since N ∈ SAT by the previous lemma, it suffices to show t[x := s], s ∈ SN.
• Let t ∈ Mi ⊆ SN. Then inji t ∈ SN. Let N ∈ PSAT and x0, t0, x1, t1 as in the
definition ofM0 +M1. Show case (inji t, x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ N . SinceN ∈ SAT by the
previous lemma, it suffices to show ti [xi := t], t1−i ∈ N and t ∈ SN. 
We are now in the position to redo the whole development from Definition 23 (strong
computability) to Corollary 26 (strong normalization) with PSAT instead of SAT and F+
instead of F+¬. One only has to omit the references to RAA.
Remark 34. Parigot [15, p. 1469] uses a strictly positive (but infinitely branching)
inductive definition of his set of reducibility candidates. In our notation, we would define





M→ N ∈ MSAT
.
From Lemma 31, we get MSAT ⊆ PSAT and well-definedness of M→ N . Unfortu-
nately, this idea cannot be extended to sums as defined in that lemma: The definition of
M0 +M1 refers to arbitraryN ∈ PSAT, and hence PSAT cannot be replaced by MSAT
in that definition while maintaining an inductive definition of MSAT. For first-order λµ-
calculus, Nour and Saber [13] give a definition ofM0 +M1 that allows one to treat + like
→ in the definition of MSAT above: In our notation, it reads
M0 +M1 := {r | ∀x0∀t0 ∈ Sx0(M0, sn)∀x0∀t1 ∈ Sx1(M1, sn).
case (r, x0. t0, x1. t1) ∈ sn}.
They even show that everyM ∈ MSAT (defined with sn instead of SN) can be written as
E → sn with  ∈ E and every E ∈ E being of the form F+; see Remark 7.
To conclude, a higher degree of modularization of Parigot’s proof method is achieved
for F+. Our construction for sums only works with (an adaptation of) Parigot’s generalized
reducibility candidates, not with his inductive definition of candidates.
6.2. The classical case
In this section, it is shown that the definition of PSAT for F+ even works for F+¬ in
the sense that PSAT ⊆ SAT. Consequently, we arrive at an alternative proof of strong
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normalization for F+¬, using Parigot’s approach in combination with the one presented in
Section 4.
Let the term rewrite system be that of F+¬ with its typing and SN and SAT be the
original notions, defined in Section 4. Interpret the definition of P-saturated sets over the
richer term system and the richer notion of SN. Then, the closure properties of PSAT hold
without any change to the proof of Lemma 31. The real tasks are the closure properties of
individual P-saturated sets: they are saturated.
Lemma 35 ( For F+¬). PSAT ⊆ SAT.
Proof. Let M ∈ PSAT. Show that it satisfies the closure rules of SAT. The proof
of Lemma 32 does not need any change for the rules treated there. Even the rule for
E[e[µx .r ]] ∈ M can be treated analogously to the one for E[(λx .t)s] ∈ M. Finally,
we have to show
r ∈ SN ∀z∀s. s ∈ Sz(M, SN) ⇒ r [x := λz.s] ∈ SN
µx .r ∈M .
Assume the premises; letM = E → SN and E ∈ E . Show E[µx .r ] ∈ SN.
This is trivial for E =  since r ∈ SN. Otherwise, E = E ′[e], and it suffices to show
E ′
[
µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])]], E[x ′] ∈ SN for some variable x ′. The second term is in SN
by the observation immediately after the definition of PSAT. For the first term, we will
have some difficulties. If E ′ = , it suffices to show r [x := λz.y(e[z])] ∈ SN. We use the
second premise with s := y(e[z]). Let t ∈M. We have to show s[z := t] = y(e[t]) ∈ SN.
Since E ′ = , e[t] = E[t] ∈ SN by our choice of E . Hence, y(e[t]) ∈ SN. To conclude,




µy1.r [x := λz.y(e[z])][y := λz1.y1(e′[z1])]
]
, E ′[x ′] ∈ SN.











finitely many (because it happens in the substituted term) “administrative” β-reduction
steps to s′ := E ′′[µy1.r [x := λz.y1(e′[e[z]])]], but we have no means of inferring s ∈ SN
from s′ ∈ SN. If we had, we could go on and finally reduce our goal to proving µyn.r [x :=
λz.yn(E[z])] ∈ SN. And this would be provable just as in the case of E ′ = . Moreover,
we forgot the second term E ′[x ′] above. It satisfies (E ′[x ′])[x ′ := e[x ′]] = E[x ′] ∈ SN,
but we cannot directly see that E ′[x ′] ∈ SN, since certainly nothing allows us to assume
the closure of E under the operation that transforms E ′[e] into E ′. However, one can show
the following admissible rule of SN by induction on SN:
r [x := s] ∈ SN
r ∈ SN
.
(This rule would be evident with SN replaced by sn since r −→ r ′ implies r [x := s]
−→ r ′[x := s].) Hence, the problem with the second term is solved.8 Unfortunately,
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It can be proven by course-of-value induction on SN, i.e., by induction on SN with use
of the inductive hypothesis for all terms “found in SN before” the respective term under
consideration (this is crucial for the treatment of the fourth rule of SN with E := ). The
proof needs to refer to the admissible rule above in the clauses of SN which introduce a
β-redex (λx .t)s or a µ-redex.
We will now rigorously prove that E[µx .r ] ∈ SN for E = . Then there is an  ≥ 1
and there are eliminations en , 1 ≤ n ≤ , such that E = E with
E0 := 
En+1 := en+1[En] for 0 ≤ n < .
Define the “tails” of E by
E> := 
E>n := E>(n+1)[en+1] for 0 ≤ n < .
Then E>n[En] = E for all 0 ≤ n ≤ , to be proven by induction from  downwards to 0.
Hence, E>0 = E . Let y0, . . . , y be different variables not occurring free in µx .r or in E .







for 0 ≤ n < .
Define tn := E>n[µyn.r [x := sn]] for 0 ≤ n ≤ . Then t0 = E[µx .r ] by the variable
convention. This is the end of the preparations for the first stage in the two-stage process
of the proof, namely the unwinding of the conditions ensuring E[µx .r ] ∈ SN along the
whole multiple elimination E .
Let x ′ be a variable. Then E[x ′] ∈ SN; hence E>n[x ′] ∈ SN for 0 ≤ n ≤  by the first




This is proven as follows: Let tn+1 ∈ SN. tn = E>(n+1)[en+1[µyn.r [x := sn]]]. Hence,
for tn ∈ SN it suffices to show
E>(n+1)
[
µyn+1. r [x := sn][yn := λzn+1.yn+1(en+1[zn+1])]︸ ︷︷ ︸
r[x :=sn[yn :=λzn+1.yn+1(en+1[zn+1])]]=r[x :=sn+1]
]
, E>n[x ′] ∈ SN.
The first term is tn+1 ∈ SN; the second one is in SN, as shown above.
8 The solution does not fit with the promise made immediately preceding Definition 8 of SN. The normalization
proof in Section 4 is in better harmony with the SN method.
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By applying the rule  times, we can infer t0 = E[µx .r ] ∈ SN from t ∈ SN. Hence,
it remains to show t = µy.r [x := s] ∈ SN. Before the second stage of the proof can be
entered, the term s has to be represented differently.
Let z1, . . . , z be “fresh” variables. Define the “building blocks” of s by
u := y(e[z])
un := (λzn+1.un+1)(en[zn]) for 1 ≤ n < .
Then z1, . . . , z are not free in λzn .un for 1 ≤ n ≤ . One shows that s = λz1.u1 by
showing s = sn[yn := λzn+1.un+1] for 0 ≤ n <  which can be done by induction from
 − 1 downwards to 0.
It remains to show t = µy.r [x := s] = µy.r [x := λz1.u1] ∈ SN.
We use the second premise (of the rule deriving µx .r ∈ M) to show that r [x :=
λz1.u1] ∈ SN. It hence suffices to show u1 ∈ Sz1(M, SN). Let t ∈ M. Show
u1[z1 := t] ∈ SN. The second stage of the proof consists in unwinding the conditions
for this to hold.
We have E[t] ∈ SN; hence by the second admissible rule for SN above (applied
repeatedly), we get En[t] ∈ SN for every 0 ≤ n ≤ . Set vn := un[zn := En−1[t]]




For a proof, assume vn+1 ∈ SN. vn = (λzn+1.un+1)(en[En−1[t]]) since zn does not
occur free in un+1. Therefore, vn ∈ SN if en[En−1[t]] = En[t] ∈ SN and un+1[zn+1 :=
En[t]] ∈ SN. The first term is dealt with above; the second one is vn+1 ∈ SN.
We use this rule  − 1 times and therefore get v1 ∈ SN from v ∈ SN. Hence, it only
remains to show v = u[z := E−1[t]] = y(e[E−1[t]]) = y(E[t]) ∈ SN. This is
true since t ∈M implies E[t] ∈ SN. 
Corollary 36. M ∈ PSAT and r ∈ Sx (M→ SN, SN) imply µx .r ∈M.
Proof. Loosely speaking, we only need to appeal to Lemma 22. Strictly speaking, one
has to re-prove that lemma since M → SN has been differently defined in Lemma 31.
However, the only change needed is reference to Lemma 33 instead of to Lemma 21—
which both say that s ∈ Sz(M, SN) implies λz.s ∈M→ SN. 
As for the intuitionistic case in the previous section, we can again redo the development
from Definition 23 (strong computability) to Corollary 26 (strong normalization) with
PSAT instead of SAT. We again conclude that there is strong normalization of F+¬.
7. Final comments
In this article, strong normalization of the second-order system F+¬ with disjunction,
permutative conversions, reductio ad absurdum (RAA) and µ-reductions for RAA is
proven with two quite different constructions of sets of strongly computable terms, i.e.,
candidates of reducibility. The tradeoff is as follows:
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• In the first proof (in Section 4) the notion of saturated set uses a complicated clause that
amounts to a non-strictly positive operator; the second proof (the previous section) just
refers to a set E of multiple eliminations.
• The first proof defines M → N and M0 + M1 in a way that immediately yields
the soundness of these constructions for the introduction rules of the typing system
(the first and third rule in Lemma 21). The hard work concerns the elimination rules
(the second and fourth rules in that lemma). Therefore, it is reasonable to call those
definitions introduction-based or, for short, I-based. (Definitions of validity such as
the one used by Prawitz in the proof of strong normalization also for disjunction [17]
are I-based.) For the second proof, the situation is reversed: The soundness of the
elimination rules is directly built into the definitions of M → N and M0 +M1; the
introduction rules treated in Lemma 33 need Lemma 32. We would like to call
those definitions elimination-based or, for short, E-based. Interestingly, Prawitz stated
in [17, p. 290] that disjunctions “seem impossible to handle in this way”. Certainly,
the second proof only works due to the quantification over all P-saturated sets in the
definition ofM0 +M1.
• µx .r falls outside the introduction/elimination dichotomy. In the first proof, it needs an
argument in the soundness proof of every elimination rule in Lemma 21. In the second
proof, this is just done once in the proof of Lemma 35.
• The first proof works very smoothly with our inductive definition SN of the “interesting
strongly normalizing terms”; the second proof needs admissible closure rules of SN
which would be obvious for the set sn of all strongly normalizing terms.
• Admittedly, the proof of Lemma 35 which is central to the second proof is not very
elegant, but it is indispensable with our formulation of F+¬. A restriction of the
admissible terms would simplify the argument considerably: The idea is to require
occurrences of a variable x that are bound by some µ to be in a subterm of the
form x s. Then the right-hand side of the µ-reduction rule would be changed from
µy.r [x := λz.y(e[z])] to µy.r [x  := y e], meaning that every subterm in r of the
form x s is replaced by y(e[s]), with the same operation recursively applied to s,
i.e., in terms of F+¬, a reduction strategy is imposed that requires one to carry out
the “administrative” β-reductions immediately after the µ-reduction. This approach is
taken by Andou [1], and the admissible terms are called λ⊥-regular. A change to the
syntax itself leads to Parigot’s λµ-calculus [14]: Variables that may be bound by µ are
taken from another set of variables, the µ-variables, and free occurrences of those µ-
variables a only come from an application a s to a term s (written as [a]s and called
a named term by Parigot). Parigot goes even further and avoids ⊥ altogether in his
formulation of λµ-calculus. In the more liberal formulation by de Groote [3],9 the
µ-reduction rule would become e[µa.r ] −→µ µb.r [a  := b e] with b a “new” µ-
variable. SN and SAT could be adapted to that formulation, and the problem with the
“administrative” β-reductions mentioned at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 35
would disappear: There would be no serious difference between µ-reduction with an
9 De Groote claims that his treatment of first-order λµ-calculus with disjunction and permutative conversions
can be raised to second order [3, p. 185]. It seems that one would have to argue about typed terms instead of using
Curry style, though.
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elimination e or a multiple elimination E in place of e, as in the original proof by
Parigot [15].10
• In the first proof, everything is defined in order to get an interpretation of RAA; in the
second proof this just happens to be the case.
As regards extensions, we remark the following:
• The addition of products A × B , i.e., conjunction, would not cause the least difficulty:
They would give rise to new kinds of special eliminations f , namely the projections,
applied to . These would also go into the notions e, F and E and hence extend the
notion of −→π and −→µ. The definitions of SN and of SAT would be extended
with rules, analogous to those for lambda abstraction; a construction M0 ×M1 on
saturated sets would be needed and its soundness w.r.t. the typing rules would have to
be established. Also with the approach à la Parigot, no new ideas would be needed.
• System PF+¬ which adds non-strictly positive and interleaving fixed points to F+¬
has been treated in Section 5 by the I-based method. It is an exercise to dualize the
construction of fixΦ to the E-based approach of the previous section.
• Also, we do not expect any problem with the extension with second-order existential
quantifiers that come with their own permutative conversions.
• Finally, we could easily prove strong normalization for the extension of F+¬ by
primitive recursion (and iteration) on monotone inductive types with new µ-reduction
rules that “reduce” stability of those fixed points to that of the arbitrary target types of
the recursively defined functions. This is not done by extending the normalization proof
for PF+¬, but by a reduction-preserving embedding of that extension into PF+¬, see
[11] for a presentation with fixed types and λµ-calculus. µ-reduction and permutation
rules are preserved since that embedding translates the recursor (and the iterator)—
which gives rise to an elimination—into a multiple elimination of PF+¬.
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